Frequently Asked Questions
Who acquired Rodgers Instruments?
The Vandeweerd family based in the Netherlands. Since 1987 the family has owned and
operated the Johannus church organ company. In recent years the family acquired the
Makin and Copeman Hart organ brands based in the United Kingdom.
Is Rodgers now a European company?
No. Rodgers Instruments US is incorporated in Oregon as an LLC.
Who is managing the company now?
John Moesbergen, a member of the Vandeweerd family, is the CEO.
Where will Rodgers organs be built?
The organs continue to be built in Oregon.
Is it true that the Hillsboro factory is being closed?
Yes. The Hillsboro factory where Rodgers has been located for several decades is owned
by Roland and was not part of the sale to the Vandeweerd family. Rodgers is continuing
to build organs in the Hillsboro factory for the time being, but will soon relocate to a new
location in the Portland area.
Is it true that all the Rodgers employees were let go?
Yes. Legally all employees had to be terminated because they were no longer part of the
Roland group. The new Rodgers Instruments US LLC has been formed by the
Vandeweerd family. Most of the Rodgers employees have been hired by the new
company.
What kind of technology will be used in Rodgers organs now?
The current models continue to use the existing Roland SSC technology, with no changes
to the model line up.
How can I get warranty service and parts for my Rodgers organ?
Call Church Keyboard Center for any warranty or service needs. There are no changes to
your Rodgers warranty and Rodgers continues to supply us with parts for current and
legacy models.

How can I get service and parts for my older Rodgers organ that is out of warranty?
The same way you have in the past. Call Church Keyboard Center or your independent
organ technician. Parts continue to be available as they have been in the past.
Is the recently advertised Tonal Revolution a result of this acquisition?
No. The Tonal Revolution is a planned upgrade to the current Classic and Artist models
that gives these models the same sound technology and quality as the top-of-the-line
Infinity models. Please call Church Keyboard Center for more information.
Will Rodgers continue to build the Classic and Atelier organs for Roland?
No. These organ models were discontinued in 2015. Roland will supply warranty and
service for these models.

We invite you to contact Church Keyboard Center for further information. Our mission is
to provide comprehensive support for all Rodgers organ owners in Southern and Central
California, backed by one of the best organ builders in the world. Call 909-599-7899 or
visit www.churchkeyboard.com.

